DEGREE TRACKER DIGEST

ADDITIONAL LANEY PROGRAMS ONBOARDED

Laney Phase III is complete! On December 5, 2023, twelve additional Laney programs went live in Degree Tracker.

The Degree Tracker Team would like to thank LGS staff and participating departments for making this a success!

SPRING LAB SESSIONS

February 6  Prepare for Degree Clearance
February 8  DT Basics for Staff
March 19  DT Basics for Students
April 1  Exceptions/Waivers Lab Session

Due to the turnout and feedback of how useful last semester’s Prepare for Degree Clearance session was, we are offering it again. We’ll have the main representatives from the OUR degree clearance and data teams attending to answer questions about the processes, expectations, and queries involved. Please sign up for the session using the link below.

Registration: forms.office.com/r/fr5N7gFUyS

BUSINESS DUAL DEGREES ADDED

The Degree Tracker Team recently partnered with Goizueta Business School to add the One-Year Dual MBA, the Two-Year Dual MBA, and the MSBA/MBA Dual Degree to Degree Tracker.

NEW TEMPLATE FOR DT UPDATES

In an effort to streamline the process of updating existing programs in Degree Tracker, we are introducing a PDF form for updates. Beginning in Spring 2024, we are asking all departments to use this template when submitting updates to Degree Tracker.

If you have any questions or would like to provide feedback to help us make the form more useful for you, please contact us at degreetrackerhelp@registrar.emory.edu.